
Minutes - DINA International Steering Committee (ISC)

Google Hangouts Meeting Thursday 2016-10-27
15:00-17:00 CEST (13:00-15:00 UTC/GMT)

1) Guest in Stockholm:  Laurence Livermore, NHM London

=> report on progress in the Synthesys project, collection management system at the NHM, 
digitization and crowd-sourcing

=> invitation to the forward-looking Synthesys symposium (early summer of 2017) in London. 
This could be combined with the next DINA TC workshop. This proposal was supported by 
the ISC.

=> more (non-public) details in Fredrik's email (9th November)

2) Election of a secretary => Falko

3) Minutes of the last meeting  => approved

4) Agenda of the meeting => approved

5) Planning for the next DINA-TC workshop in Edinburgh

- Outreach and roadmap refinement is important

- Falko and Stefan will connect with Frankfurt people

- very positive sign that Kew and Senckenberg are interested in what DINA is doing

- maybe outreach session with NHM London, Kew, Senckenberg?

6) Information exchange between DINA-TC and DINA-ISC

- Stefan is official link between TC and ISC as replacement of Karin

7) DINA-TC report (Stefan)

- preparations for Edinburgh

- things are getting more and more concrete

- breaking down broader stories into smaller tasks

- DINA Redmine is coming more and more alive for the roadmap



8) Partner reports

1. Tartu

--

2. Stockholm

- linking Inselect software to DINA

- Markus Döring : evaluations of linking GBIF taxonomic backbone (also recommended 
by Thomas) 

- data model discussions => needs to be settled

- project manager position is advertised until mid of  November

3. Ottawa

--

4. Edinburgh

- evaluation of the data schema => how to integrate in a new system 

- data strategy group: evaluation of the current and future infrastructure

- IRIS for living collections

- migration into Specify:  the Kansas team will be engaged in order to set up the structure

5. Copenhagen

- data migration in progress

- completed 7 smaller museums in Specify and two collections in Specify

- deployment of Specify 7.2 portal 

- hard internal deadline for migration

6. Berlin

- the past months were full with writing funding proposals and preparations of new projects

- evaluation of systems for DNA data (SeqDB will be deployed for testing)

- high priority on geoscientific data

9) Any other business

--

10) Next meeting => 19. Dec. 2016


